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Abstract

Droplet-based microfluidics show a large potential for lab-on-chip applications and new data transmission scenarios. Microfluidic

chips contain channels in the submillimeter range allowing for flow of droplets. In a previous contribution, a new sensor design

for droplet size and colour detection, consisting of an infrared and a colour sensor, was presented and a first proof-of-concept

was shown. In this work, an in-depth analysis of both concepts is presented. In particular, we show that a high precision can

be achieved when using the sensor to measure droplet sizes while using video processing software as reference. Furthermore,

a colour alphabet consisting of 126 individual values is transmitted and detected using a machine learning model. The high

specificity of achieved colour measurement allows both for colour coded data transmission scenarios and the analysis of colour

reagents in lab-on-chip applications.
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Abstract—Droplet-based microfluidics show a large potential
for lab-on-chip applications and new data transmission scenarios.
Microfluidic chips contain channels in the submillimeter range
allowing for flow of droplets. In a previous contribution, a new
sensor design for droplet size and colour detection, consisting
of an infrared and a colour sensor, was presented and a first
proof-of-concept was shown. In this work, an in-depth analysis
of both concepts is presented. In particular, we show that a high
precision can be achieved when using the sensor to measure
droplet sizes while using video processing software as reference.
Furthermore, a colour alphabet consisting of 126 individual
values is transmitted and detected using a machine learning
model. The high specificity of achieved colour measurement
allows both for colour coded data transmission scenarios and
the analysis of colour reagents in lab-on-chip applications.

Index Terms—Droplet detection, microfluidic environment,
colour coding, optical sensor

I. INTRODUCTION

Droplet-based microfluidic setups provide a promising plat-
form for various lab-on-chip (LoC) applications, such as drug
screening or capillary electrophoresis [1], [2]. In some cases it
is desirable to encode and transmit information using droplets
or measure droplet parameters in such a setup [3]–[5]. Droplet-
based communication was presented as a theoretical principle
in [6], a demonstration of first practical applications was
performed in [7].

A sample use-case for data transmission in LoC applications
can be found in [4], where a system for LoC networking is
proposed. In this case, information is encoded as distance
between droplets to achieve dynamic droplet routing in the
network. Moreover, in [8] an LoC application for droplet
detection and characterisation, to perform lab tests on cancer
cells, is presented.

To facilitate the broad spectrum of applications, which
require a reliable droplet parameter detection, a cost-efficient
and portable device is desirable. Although various methods for
droplet detection, by measuring capacitance in a microfluidic
channel, fluorescence of droplets or analysing video feed-
back, have been presented (e.g. [8]–[15]), they require either
a complex lab setup or rely on computationally expensive
video processing. A state-of-the-art video processing tool was
presented in [16], which enables the evaluation of multiple
droplet parameters, such as size and velocity. Colour coded
characterisation of droplets was achieved in [17] by injecting
droplets with coloured polystyrene beads. These were detected

under a bright-field microscope with the use of machine
learning to differentiate between 20 different states.

A promising low-cost optical sensor device with a compact
design, suitable for detection of various droplet parameters,
such as size and colour in a microfluidic setup, was proposed
in [5]. The aim of this work is to further investigate the
capabilities of this sensor device for droplet characterisation
in terms of droplet size and colour, which can be used
for information encoding in data transmission scenarios, as
well as for other LoC applications. In contrast to [17], we
propose a more flexible coding system for colour coded data
transmission, using ink to produce coloured droplets, allowing
for the creation of a large coding alphabet by mixing three
fundamental colours.

In the following, we will first outline the used testbed and
especially the specifications of the sensor device. In Section III
the performed experiments and results to determine the sensors
capabilities regarding both measurement of droplet size and
colour are presented. We conclude the article with a discussion
of the results and an outlook on future work.

II. TESTBED

The testbed setup consists of a microfluidic chip with a T-
junction, two pressure driven pumps and the droplet detection
device. Inside the microfluidic chip the transmission channel is
supplied with a continuous phase of oil by one of the pumps.
At the T-junction, coloured ink is injected with the second
pump to create a droplet that travels with the continuous phase
through the transmission channel to the detection device.

The droplet detection device was custom made at the
Institute for Electronics Engineering of the FAU, Germany.
It consists of a printed circuit board equipped with an infrared
sensor (VBPW34FAS, Vishay), a six channel spectral sensor
(AS7262, ams AG) and a microprocessor. To facilitate mi-
crofluidic droplet detection a housing was constructed so that
the microfluidic channel can be positioned precisely above the
two sensors. Two LEDs (infrared and white) are used as light
sources for the sensors. The printed circuit board with the
sensor components is shown in Figure 1.

The infrared sensor is sensitive to light with a wavelength of
940 nm, which shows a high absorption in water, and is used
for droplet presence/absence detection. The spectral sensor
(AS7262, AMS AG) has six individual photo sensors covering
a range from 430 nm to 670 nm. It can primarily be used
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Fig. 1. Microfluidic droplet detection device consisting of an infrared and a
colour sensor. Data is recorded with a microprocessor and can be retrieved
over a serial connection. The attached cables connect to the separate LED
light sources [5].

to determine the colour of a detected droplet. Both sensors
in parallel may be used to measure droplet velocity in the
microfluidic channel and size.

III. RESULTS

Two different droplet characteristics were investigated using
the developed sensor device. First, the droplet size was mea-
sured and compared to the results of video processing soft-
ware. Second, the sensitivity to changes in droplet colour was
determined. This is essential to colour coded data transmission
scenarios and detection of a coloured reagent in LoC setups.

A. Measurement of Droplet Size

To determine the droplet size, both the infrared and the
spectral sensor are used. Due to the distance between the
two sensors placed along the transmission channel, the droplet
velocity vdrop and length ldrop can be calculated according to

ldrop = vdroptdrop =
∆d

∆t
tdrop, (1)

where tdrop denotes the observed droplet duration at the sensor,
∆d = 6.35 mm the fixed distance between the two sensors and
∆t the delay between detection of the same droplets rising
edge at the two sensors.

We demonstrated the basic principle for droplet size de-
tection in [5]. Now, to mitigate a linear offset between the
calculated droplet size using the developed sensor and the
result of a camera-based video processing software used as
reference, we extend (1) with correction factors m and c:

ldrop = m
∆d

∆t
tdrop + c (2)

For video processing we used the software ”Droplet Mor-
phometry and Velocimetry” (DMV) from [16], which allows
the determination of various droplet parameters like position,
velocity and size, by evaluating a provided video file. With
the reference values, measured with the DMV software, we
can improve and provide an in-depth analysis of the sensors
performance.
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Fig. 2. Measured droplet sizes for a training set of 45 droplets with
DMV software as reference (expected droplet size). In some cases multiple
measurement points overlap. The fitted linear relation is shown in red.

To estimate the correction factors m and c in (2) we
measured the sizes of a droplet sample set with 45 droplets in
the range of 0.21 mm to 6.37 mm, with the video processing
software and the sensor device. A linear relation was then fitted
using this training set and the correction factors determined as
m = 0.8452 and c = 0.2061 mm.

Figure 2 shows the training set as the measured droplet
size according to (1) in relation to the actual droplet size
determined using video processing software. Furthermore, the
fitted linear relation is shown.

To evaluate the droplet size precision a second data set of
70 droplets was recorded. The measurement results can be
seen in Figure 3 as deviation from the expected value. The
error only exceeds 0.5 mm in three cases and is independent
of droplet size.

B. Measurement of Droplet Colour

Using the spectral sensor the colour of microfluidic droplets
can be determined. Again, a proof of concept with six different
colours was made in [5]. We now present a detailed analysis
of the sensor specificity and inspect a sample transmission
scenario with an alphabet of 126 colours.

Each droplet colour of the transmission alphabet consists
of a different mixture of ink made up of the three fundamen-
tal colour components cyan, magenta and yellow. The used
mixtures to make up the alphabet can be seen in Figure 4.

The six spectral values for each droplet are recorded using
the colour sensor. To estimate the transmitted colour value
machine learning, using a linear regression algorithm for each
of the three fundamental colour components, was employed
with a training set of 252 sample values (two samples for
each alphabet value). Unfortunately, a larger training set was
not possible due to the high workload connected to generating
the coloured droplets. In future work, this could be automated
by mixing the three fundamental colour components on-chip.
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Fig. 3. Measured droplet size error for 70 droplets according to (2) using
the DMV software as reference (expected droplet size). The maximal offset
is 0.716 mm, while most errors are smaller than 0.5 mm.
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Fig. 4. Prediction error using machine learning for a transmitted colour
alphabet with 126 different values. One droplet was recorded for each colour
value. The position in the coordinate system of the fundamental colours cyan,
magenta and yellow corresponds to the transmitted colour value, the detection
offset for each value is colour coded. The average detection offset is 10.1 %.

As we observe the average result of the whole alphabet, the
measured values provide a sufficient data set.

A colour sample was created by mixing 1 ml of ink with
9 ml of water. The various colour values of the provided
alphabet, consisting of up to three colour components each,
were gained by setting one colour component to a fixed
concentration and varying the other two components in 5 %
steps. Finally, we determined the prediction accuracy using a
further data set and applying the previously trained machine
learning model.

Figure 4 shows the resulting detection precision for the
individual values of the colour alphabet. The position of
the data point corresponds to the transmitted colour mixture,
the colouring shows the distance between transmitted and
detected colour. The average offset is 10.1 %. In 85.7 % of
the observed cases the detection offset is smaller than 17 %.
With an increased training set size, these values may be further
improved in the future.

IV. CONCLUSION

We thoroughly investigated the presented sensor device
regarding droplet size and colour detection. In most cases the
size can be determined to an accuracy of 0.5 mm, allowing
for transmission scenarios where information is encoded as
droplet length. Furthermore, the ability for size determination
can be used as a control mechanism for droplet-on-demand
generation. In contrast to the DMV software, that was used
as reference, the size measurements can be performed in real-
time without significant hardware, whereas video processing is
computationally more expensive and requires a camera setup
in an environment with controlled lighting.

Colour coding presents a further possibility to transmit
data with ink droplets in a microfluidic setup. As we could
demonstrate with a sample alphabet of 126 colours, colour
coded data transmission with machine-learning-based detec-
tion is feasible with the provided sensor device. This allows
for a significant increase of achievable information rate in
comparison to previous approaches with presence/absence or
distance encoding. In contrast to [17] no beads have to be
introduced to achieve colour coding. Furthermore, a large
colour alphabet made up of three fundamental colours can
be used, wheras in [17] only 20 different predetermined bead
colours were differentiated. In addition, the device could be
used for the analysis of colour reagents (such as a pH-value)
in LoC application.

In future work we intend to demonstrate both transmission
scenarios with colour coded information and the application
of the sensor device in LoC setups. Furthermore, the provided
colour alphabet and sensor prediction result can be improved
with a significantly larger training set containing a fine grid
of the complete colour spectrum. Finally, precision of droplet
generation in the testbed setup may be improved by applying
the measured droplet size in a feedback loop.
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